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ABSTRACT- 

 This paper mainly highlights patriarchy and the position of women especially in the novels of Phaniyamma 

and the Scarlet Letter actually, feminism concern’s itself  with women’s inferior position in the society and 

injustice  faced by them because of there gender. It has come as a  reaction to the age old patriarchal 

domination. Here, an   interest in women question and organized religion is what drew me to the starting point 

of  this discourse and  The status  assigned to women in religion and the inequalities experienced by them in 

society are damaging to them as detailed in this study  . 

INTRODUCTION- 

.  Though   the  rise  of feminist consciousness has reached global proportions , gender apartheid  continuous 

to be a burning issue in every major religious tradition of the world. Religious continue to  rigidly  separate  

men’s  and women’s  worlds in ways that support the continuity of male dominated social and religious 

institutions and place women in inferior positions  in relation to men. The major  founders and functionaries 

of religious system are male ( prophets like Isaiah mosses , Jesus and Mohammed ) and males have the closets 

ceremonial ties  with deities (the priests in the roman catholic church are all males ; `so are the poojari’s in 

Hinduism .) Man has fought the devil in the guise of woman for many centauries in pursuit of the disembodied 

divine. Subsequently we are everywhere surrounded by religious symbols that ratify male domination and 

female subordination as the normative way of understating the world and god.  With the recent spurt of 

religious  revivalism in Hinduism the synergetic tenor of that religion is in jeopardy. As for Christianity , an 

alarming number of the preachers and leaders of religious right have been disseminating their whimsical 

interpretations of biblical prophecy to recreate and  

PATRICARCHY AND POSITION OF WOMEN  A STUDY OF TWO NOVELS  

When we consider the position of women under both these cultural and religious traditions we realize that 

though the systems vary on fundamental   issues  of belief they conveniently come together in a joint campaign 

in placing women as inferior. This inferior status , is based on religious ideology clamming the authority of 
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sacred texts and is expressed in ritual and physical separation of the sexes . But out oral and textual   traditions 

are resplendent with tumbling torrent   of multiplied details of heroic women who are   wholesome,  superior  

and decidedly feminist in their actions  and outlook on life .  These   representations could be loosely termed 

as an alternative   history  and tradition that  supports the inclusion  and personhood of women which 

temporarily or obliquely negates the symbolic universe based on the patriarchal hierarchy of male over female 

. What  unites  and rejuvenates this mass   of work is the acute  and impassioned  attentiveness to the ways in 

which primarily  male structures of power  are  inscribed within out literary  inheritance. 

 As we encode our culture through  our literature  we are gifted  with the portrait of woman as  someone who  

is able to reach beyond the constraints of social and religious   getters , women as a person with substncil 

independence and liveliness of temperament that will not readily submit itself to any inferior groupings . This 

image is far from the lionization of women done by the guardians of orthodoxy as they champion the unique 

purity of women who burrow deep into the putative bliss of domesticity.   As   a matter of fact the four novels 

under our consideration engage in the feminist theory of redefining woman. It is not just  about  discovering  

her experiences but about how to resists power and enhance freedom. By  questioning  the patriarchal reality, 

art here seems to liberate reality from the confines of realism . In the process it yields the portrait of a woman  

that satisfies our feminist bulmus .  Bulmus is Hebrew word , a Talmudic term which denotes a fit , age , a 

craze , a mania or a ravenous hunger resulting  from prolonged fasting. 

The different heroines of some novels offer us a range of    of womanhood. Though they are shown as 

characters who have flaws they are able to attain happy   endings.  They survive   their  ordeals , lead purposeful 

lives and achieve and carry in their heart the  certainly of grace . If we were to classify them in a historical or 

chronological order ,phani seems to be the typical early Victorian girl child ; sweet, shy, passive and domestic 

– the traditional  angel in the house . Though by the age of thirteen she is a child widow and an out cast , her 

life is centered in the family . Because  she is a child widow she does not leave her maternal  home even agter  

she attains her puberty. ( Patrilocaltiy  structures  kinship in such a way that  a woman must leave her family. 

This fact has led to the assumption  by anthropolists   that the kinship shift from matriliny to patrliny must be 

significant turning point in the relation of the sexes, and must be coincident with the subordination of women)  

 

Though phaniyamma is innocent and  fragile like little nell (Dickens)  and many other children in nineteenth 

century  popular fiction , unlike them she is able to survive in the real world – bringing out the subversive 

element in Indira’s writing – namely that to stay at home safely with your parents doesn’t mean that you die . 

(Beth in little Women ) Devaki , on the other hand, is a women of mid – nineteenth century an example of 

independence movement which shook the patriarchal edifice of this caste bound society in more ways than 

one . It was a time for heady experience in general. Despite  all the suffering it entailed, it released  suppressed 

energies and gave the participants sense of power and responsibility. They were able to take charge of  their 

homes and children and when the freedom struggle ended rather than cede control  to male authority they 

continued to be fully in control of both domestic and social circumstances . 
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Hester the frontier women of the scarlet letter appropriately embodies another aspect of development in 

women’ s  struggle for quality – the entry of women into the professions . In spite of the fact that roger chilling 

worth is renowned scholar and physician it is his inexperienced young wife who is set out to establish 

household in unknown land. She must have been perceived as a very capable lass to be put on a ship all by 

herself to embark on a journey which would land her in an inhospitable place full  of strangers where she has 

to make a living by the sheer skill of her handiwork and generate substantial finances to set up a new house. 

There is no suggestion in the novel at any time that their efforts are frivolous. She is career woman, a single 

parent who makes  enough to keep herself and her child well . Fed and well clothed. 

In the sense The Handmaid’s Tale set in the future century inadvertently makes the other three novels into 

period pieces. To begin with, this particular handmaid starts out as the ‘’exchange women ‘’. The exchange of  

women is a phenomenon observed in tribal societies in many different areas of the world . Anthropologist 

claude   Levi -  Strauss has identified this   as  the leading  of female  subordination in the  civilized  society. 

Offered , who is stripped of all her possessions and identify  in the beginning of the novel  is paradoxically the  

‘new women’ who has it all. As the one women who could produce both   a good book and a baby  in a barren 

land  of forbidden words she is the epitome of success. It is instructive to remember  that  for many years in 

the  literary tradition of the west the serious lady writer had to be either single  (Jane Austin , Emily Dickens 

and Emily Bronte ) or childless like Charlotte Bronate , George Eliot and Virginia Woolf. 

CONCLUSTION – 

Interestingly enough, the one novel with no hint of a reclaiming of patriarchy is written by the only male author 

I have selected- Hawthorne. The Scarlet letter also happens to  be the earliest of the books that we deal with 

in this study. In it the family unit as constructed by the patriarchal norms of the society  remains  to be 

dysfunctional from beginning to end. This significant factor in analyzing the position of women because their 

subordination has been primarily expressed in the form of patriarchal dominance within the structure of family 

through sexiest ideology expressed in religion. In spite of her self contained independence and bold intellectual 

leanings Hester is one of the most appealing heroines in modern literature. Demi Moore who portiyed her in 

the latest film version of the Scarlet Letter fully agrees with this claim. 
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